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Abstract—New ideas and knowledge to foreign linguistics has brought greater impact.So we have to put more energy in foreign 

language study as the research objectives.This paper firstly introduces the research objective of foreign linguistics, and discusses the 
present research situation of foreign linguistics and then analyzes the study of foreign linguistics methods . 
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In terms of academic level, the Chinese and foreign linguistics are two major topics in the study of linguistics.There are 
artificial separation phenomenon of the studies. It brought bad influence to the Chinese and foreign linguistics.They are not 
isolated.We should be careful to analysis in the actual research. We can promote the progress of foreign linguistics with the 
development of Chinese linguistics . 

I. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES OF FOREIGN LINGUISTICS 
Foreign linguistics and Chinese linguistics are the two systems  in the study of linguistics.The two system was connected 

with each other, but for now, the research status, many scholars are both separated them.This caused strong dissatisfaction with 
other scholars, especially the foreign language study researcher. They believe that if Chinese linguistics and foreign linguistics 
are studied independently.It will severely limit the depth of foreign linguistics research. The study of Chinese linguistics is 
fundamental. In the exploration of foreign linguistics, the importance of Chinese language in linguistic research should be 
emphasized. 

The main purpose of studying foreign linguistics is to promote the further development of Chinese language. No matter how 
thoroughly we study foreign languages, we cannot give up our mother tongue in daily life and academic research. Therefore, in 
the process of studying foreign linguistics, we should pay more attention to the development of Chinese. Specifically, we 
should find the similarities and differences between Chinese and foreign languages, know the different and same learning 
methods of the two languages, and find more efficient learning methods on the basis of analysis. In the end, theory should serve 
practice. If the study of foreign linguistics and relevant theories cannot be adapted to the learning practice in China, its 
practicality will be greatly reduced. Therefore, scholars should not relax their study of Chinese while studying foreign 
linguistics. Only in this way can the research results be applied. 

 

Foreign linguistics research is a systematic and arduous engineering, through the study of foreign linguistics, on the one 
hand can be foreign language fuses with the Chinese language, thus to promote the progress of linguistics research, on the other 
hand can make the further inheritance and carry forward Chinese linguistics, make oneself of the language system, have been 
established and more perfect. In the context of economic globalization, a country or a nation if you want to get more good 
development opportunities must be on the basis of comprehensive understanding oneself and strengthen the communication 
with other countries and national, so that they can absorb excellent experience around the world.In order to further enhance the 
comprehensive national strength, the same is true for foreign linguistics research. We should integrate foreign linguistics and 
Chinese linguistics ，rely on foreign linguistics research, understand the shortcomings and deficiencies of Chinese linguistics 
research, so as to further promote the development of Chinese linguistics. 

II. THE RESEARCH STATUS OF FOREIGN LINGUISTICS. 
A. The Division of Disciplines Affects the Scope of Research. 

Subject classification study of linguistic research in China, it's not hard to find that Chinese language studies, applied 
linguistics and foreign linguistics is three main research direction, and a lot of linguistic research scholar to this kind of 
classification method proposed his own view. They think this kind of classification method to some extent limits their study 
atmosphere. This method of completely separate research has led to very serious consequences. The study of foreign linguistics 
has been seriously separated from the actual situation of the country, resulting in the stagnation of China's research on foreign 
linguistics, and ultimately depriving us of equal opportunities for communication in the field of international linguistics 
research. 

B. The Study of Foreign Linguistics Remains Superficial 

In the study of foreign linguistics, we mainly focus on the structure and application of language, but lack necessary 
understanding and investigation of local conditions and customs, historical development and other aspects. However, it cannot 
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be denied that in the actual research process, our research on foreign linguistics still stays on the superficial surface, which 
makes it difficult to obtain something valuable and thus has a profound impact on the study of Chinese. 

III. THE RESEARCH METHODS OF FOREIGN LINGUISTICS. 

A. Maintain Local Concepts Throughout the Research Process 
The emergence of foreign languages is closely related to the times in which they are born. The languages formed under this 

particular social background and social environment have distinct national and regional characteristics. Therefore, there is no 
doubt that the study of foreign linguistics abroad is more professional and advanced. Therefore, we must use the Internet and 
other advanced technologies to explore the status of foreign studies, so as to maximize the development of foreign linguistics in 
China. However, we should be acutely aware that Chinese has its own development and characteristics.If we want to get more 
breakthrough research results, we must keep the idea of local to combine foreign language and Chinese language. So that we 
can improve our level in this field with the world in the field of linguistics research. So that they can gain more advantage 
position in the international competition. 

B. Strengthen Personnel Training 
Now the international competition is about talents and technology. The technology is supported by talent. So if a country or 

a nation want to gain more development of international division of labor and cooperation opportunities,it must have 
professional high-quality talent. So we want to make our country foreign linguistics research improve，we must strengthen the 
cultivation of the talent to reduce the impact of foreign linguistics.For the national education department, it play an important 
role. To carry out a steady stream of professional talents，we should innovate in the existing way of education and professional 
settings. In addition to policy support, the relevant state departments shall also provide the necessary financial support from the 
funds and the finance to foreign linguistics research so as to avoid shortage of funds in order to make the work become a mere 
formality. In order to ensure the using of fund, it shall be conducted by specialized personnel for capital regulation to avoid 
corruption abuse power for personal gains. 

C. Keep Problem Awareness All Times 
If you want to always keep the pace of progress, you must be good at discovering problems. From this point we can see the 

importance of problem consciousness. In the process of foreign language study, question ideas mainly embodied in the 
following two aspects: firstly,we must notice the current situation of the development of Chinese society when studying the 
Chinese language ;Secondly, we should have a correct understanding of the meaning of integrating. in order to understanding 
of foreign linguistics deeply, we should firstly learn a foreign language seriously as well as the related theory of detailed and 
comprehensive understanding. Philosophical works have great influence on western linguistics, main representative like 
Saussure ,Kant, etc.So in order to be able to draw nutrients, we should work carefully reading of these characters. We should 
not focused on a particular theory.We should have a more comprehensive perspective of foreign linguistics research. 

D. Theoretical Awareness of the Study of Foreign Linguistics 
Disciplines in addition to the different requirements of teaching management make most of the scholars in our country  

base on individual linguistics as the research object. This situation lead to foreign linguistic research in China lack a certain 
comprehensive. For some foreign language school, the students' graduation thesis usually use English to write. Using a foreign 
language to write papers have been recognized and accepted in most schools. A professional foreign language school has a 
variety of foreign languages.We shall study the innovation as the break through point according to the characteristics of itself in 
practical teaching and students.And then do the basic work of foreign linguistics. We can use induction and deduction in the 
research on foreign language study so that achieve the established goals. 

E. Pay Attention to Practice and Constantly Improve Myself 
Foreign linguistic researchers should undertake linguistic research with a high sense of responsibility and be strict with 

themselves. They should constantly improve their professional quality and ability and grasp the latest academic information in 
the world and update their knowledge structure so as to lay a solid foundation for themselves.For foreign language researchers, 
the most important thing is to improve their English and Chinese level.The language is not immutable. It will change with the 
development of society. So we should master the traditional language and have a certain positive impact on our foreign 
language research. 

Under the big background of economic globalization, capital can flow in the global scope and it can make the world 
economy boom.But we can't deny it also brought a series of negative effects, especially for developing countries. There is a big 
gap in developed countries of science and technology. So it is hard to gain more market share in the international competition. 
So is in the field of linguistics. If we want to establish a language system exclusive to China and bear the burden given by 
history, we must further inherit and carry forward Chinese linguistics on the basis of studying foreign linguistics, so that our 
linguistics can occupy a very favorable position in the international competition. 

Innovation is the soul of a nation's progress. The development and growth of a country or a nation cannot be separated from 
innovation.So does the study of foreign linguistics.In the study of foreign linguistics, we should not be confined to the 
traditional research model. Because this research model can not play any role in promoting.But it will produce some 
obstacles.Due to the particularity of Chinese language and the constant changes of foreign language, scholars must pay more 
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attention to the practicality of language and constantly innovate their ideas, so as to realize the perfect integration of Chinese 
language and foreign language and further develop the level of language research. 
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